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PREPARING FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES TEACHER CANDIDATES TO INTEGRATE THE 
FAMILY, CAREER AND COMMUNITY LEADERS OF AMERICA STUDENT ORGANIZATION 
Introduction 
Family, Career and Community Leaders of America (FCCLA) is the student organization aligned 
with family and consumer sciences courses in middle schools and high schools. Through FCCLA students 
gain opportunities to develop leadership skills; work on relationships with others in the home, 
community, and school; and develop and practice skills they can use now and in the future in their 
families, careers, and communities.  
University students who are preparing to be family and consumer sciences teachers will have 
the opportunity to be FCCLA advisors. These responsibilities are described in the National Standards for 
Teachers of Family and Consumer Sciences Education Standard 10, “Student Organization Integration,” 
which states that beginning family and consumer sciences teachers should have knowledge and skills 
necessary to “Integrate the Family, Career and Community Leaders of America student organization into 
the program to foster students’ academic growth, application of family and consumer sciences content, 
leadership, service learning, and career development” (National Association of Teacher Educators for 
Family and Consumer Sciences [NATEFACS], 2004).  
It therefore is critical for university students who are preparing to become family and consumer 
sciences teachers to have systematic and thorough preparation in the integration of FCCLA. However, 
surveys taken during family and consumer sciences (FCS) teacher-education courses show that many of 
these FCS “teacher candidates” have little or no prior experience with and/or knowledge of the FCCLA 
organization. The purpose of this honors project was to develop and document strategies for educating 
family and consumer sciences teacher candidates about the function and purpose of FCCLA in their 
future classroom and the benefits for all involved. 
Review of Literature 
The mission of the FCCLA organization is to “promote personal growth and leadership 
development through Family and Consumer Sciences education. Focusing on the multiple roles of family 
member, wage earner and community leader, members develop skills for life through: character 
development, creative and critical thinking, interpersonal communication, practical knowledge, and 
career preparation” (www.fcclainc.org). The organization offers its members “The Ultimate Leadership 
Experience.” Middle and high school students who have completed (or are currently completing) at least 
one family and consumer sciences course are eligible to be FCCLA members (FCCLA, 2010). According to 
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Bell (2000), “FCCLA chapter projects and activities relate to and are integral to the family and consumer 
sciences content taught in the classroom” (p. 198). Bell then explained how FCCLA aligns with the 
National Standards for Family and Consumer Sciences Education for middle and high school students by 
providing students with opportunities to develop and apply the skills learned in the classroom. Some of 
the learning experiences that are emphasized in FCCLA include, but are not limited to, exploring various 
careers, analyzing and solving problems met in day-to-day activities, expanding leadership skills beyond 
classroom activities, and building relationships in the students’ families, workplaces (schools), and 
communities (Bell, 2000). All sixteen of the Areas of Study included in the National Standards for Family 
and Consumer Sciences Education (National Association of State Administrators of Family and Consumer 
Sciences [NASAFACS], 2008) are aligned to FCCLA activities and programs, showing how FCCLA provides 
students with opportunities to apply and develop the skills learned in the classroom. 
 Because family and consumer sciences is a component of Career and Technical Education (CTE), 
FCCLA is classified as a Career and Technical Student Organization (CTSO). Research shows that the more 
participation a student has in a CTSO, the more successful the student is in high school, preparing for 
college, and attaining self-efficacy in the workplace (Alfeld, 2007). “CTSOs can help schools retain 
enrollment by allowing students to learn and practice skills that will be useful in the real world and on 
the job” (Alfeld, 2007, p. 39). According to Alfeld, some of the ways CTSOs are able to do this are by 
exposing students to real-world situations and providing opportunities to learn through hands-on 
activities. Based on data gathered before and after a year of involvement in a CTSO, several areas 
showed growth. These growth areas included academic engagement, civic engagement, career self-
efficacy, and employments skills, as well as increased levels of motivation. It was concluded in this study 
that a higher level of involvement in a CTSO did make a difference.  
One way students are able to be involved with FCCLA is through an integrated chapter. In an 
integrated FCCLA chapter, students complete FCCLA projects as part of their learning experiences for a 
family and consumer sciences course. In addition, they are able to present their work and receive 
recognition at the local, state, and even national level. This allows for more students to be involved since 
many of the activities of the chapter can take place during normal school hours. This approach was 
described in an article by Ambrose and Goar (2009) related to Standard 10 of the National Standards for 
Teachers of Family and Consumer Sciences (NATEFACS, 2004). They explained that chapter projects, 
events, and activities are meant to enhance family and consumer sciences programs of study, with a 
number of benefits for the adviser, members, and classroom. Regarding benefits for the family and 
consumer sciences teachers who serve as FCCLA advisers, Ambrose and Goar described increased 
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connections with both the students/members and their parents, and teachers/advisers being able to 
extend and further develop their educational philosophy. Furthermore, they stated that FCCLA 
involvement creates a more trusting environment both in the classroom and in chapter activities outside 
of school, which benefits both the adviser and students. They also outlined several benefits for student 
members. These benefits included reinforced learning and additional opportunities for students to use 
knowledge learned in class, a place for students to learn with guidance, a transition between different 
phases in life, and connections with other youth. Croom and Flowers (2000) reported similar student 
perceptions of the benefits of joining a CTSO. In their study, benefits described by members of FFA (the 
CTSO affiliated with agriculture education) included guidance in career fields, opportunities to acquire 
leadership skills which they felt were necessary for success in their future, opportunities to travel and 
communicate more efficiently, assistance in improving their grades, and public speaking practice. 
Ambrose and Goar (2009) also described how students are able to practice “teamwork, decision 
making, competition, leadership, community awareness, career awareness, and personal and social 
development” through activities in FCCLA chapters (p. 10). These authors particularly emphasized the 
value of the FCCLA Planning Process, a systematic decision-making process that helps students work 
through problems and situations. The five steps include: identify concerns, set goals, form a plan, act, 
and follow up (FCCLA, 2007). They also discussed the transition students experience moving from 
elementary school into higher grade levels and how this is often an awkward time for students. They 
suggested that FCCLA chapter activities and involvement can help ease student worries during this 
transitional phase of life. 
 Along with advisers and members, the classroom can benefit by integrating FCCLA chapter 
projects and activities into the curriculum. Some of the many ways FCCLA can assist in a classroom 
include providing assessment tools for classroom evaluation, curriculum processes in the form of 
national programs, and authentic learning experiences for students (Ambrose & Goar, 2009). “FCCLA 
programs enrich classroom teaching and can motivate students to learn in multiple ways. FCCLA can 
help to fulfill student performance standards and competencies” (Ambrose & Goar, p. 74). They went on 
to say that by integrating FCCLA into their classrooms, teachers are able to encourage students to use 
the knowledge and skills they have learned in a variety of situations. A positive for both classroom 
curriculum and advisers is that less preparation time is required because students will be taking more 
responsibility and guiding their own learning experiences (Ambrose & Goar). Overall, incorporating 
FCCLA in family and consumer sciences classrooms can help FCCLA grow and thrive. Simultaneously, 
FCCLA can help family and consumer sciences become a strong and inviting learning environment. 
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As stated above, family and consumer sciences teacher candidates need to be introduced to the 
concept of FCCLA as well as CTSOs in general. DeBates and Pickard (2008) discussed two different 
models of introducing FCS teacher candidates to FCCLA. In the first model, FCCLA instruction and 
activities were incorporated into pedagogy classes taken by FCS teacher candidates. The authors 
described this model as an integrated approach that can then be used in the teacher candidates’ future 
middle and high school classrooms. In the second model, a specialized course was used to equip teacher 
candidates with knowledge of FCCLA, which were used when they were completing their pedagogy 
courses. 
Based on the above literature, it can be concluded that FCS teacher candidates need to have 
opportunities to (a) gain overall knowledge of FCCLA, (b) become involved in FCCLA activities from the 
local to national level, and (c) gather information and resources for implementing FCCLA with their 
future students. Therefore, the goal of this honors project was to develop, implement, and document a 
set of learning experiences that would provide these opportunities for university students who are FCS 
teacher candidates. The learning experiences were implemented in EDCI 25000, Professional 
Development for Family and Consumer Sciences Education, a required course in the Purdue University 
FCS teacher education program.  
Methodology 
In this project, the student researcher took leadership in designing the curriculum and 
implementing the FCCLA instruction in collaboration with the EDCI 25000 instructor, who also was the 
honor’s project advisor. Before the study began, the student researcher and honor’s project advisor 
completed and submitted the appropriate Purdue University Institutional Review Board (IRB) 
application, found in Appendix A. The research was determined to be Category 1, exempt, since it 
involved a novel method of education conducted in an established or commonly accepted educational 
setting using normal educational practices. The next step in the project was to develop the curriculum to 
be used for the “novel method of education,” such as activities, learning experiences, and project 
guidelines, along with following the IRB-approved procedures for collecting data from participants. 
The participants were Purdue University students enrolled in EDCI 250, Professional 
Development in Family and Consumer Sciences. All of the participants were enrolled in the Purdue 
University Family and Consumer Sciences teacher education program and are subsequently referred to 
as “teacher candidates.” A total of 30 teacher candidates participated. EDCI 250 is a 1-credit course that 
students take for a total of three, usually consecutive, semesters. Seven of the 30 teacher candidates 
were taking EDCI 250 for the first time, while 10 were in their second semester and 13 in their third and 
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final semester of the course. Three of the teacher candidates had prior experience with Family, Career 
and Community Leaders of America (FCCLA) as a high school and/or middle school students and 13 
others had previous experience with FCCLA in college. The remaining 14 had no prior experience with 
FCCLA. 
The FCCLA instruction was implemented within the EDCI 250 course during the Spring 2010 
semester. This course met for one, 50-minute class session per week. The FCCLA instruction took place 
in 11, 50-minute class sessions over the first 13 weeks of the 15-week course. The student researcher 
was the lead instructor for these 11 class sessions. In addition, the teacher candidates participated in 
the Indiana FCCLA State Leadership Conference during week eight of the 13-week span. (See syllabus, 
Appendix B) 
The curriculum included specific learning objectives, classroom learning experiences, lesson 
plans, project guidelines, and assessment tools. A detailed cross-walk of these components is provided 
in Appendix C.  
The Essential Guide to FCCLA in the Classroom CD, which provides information about chapter 
operations, tips on how to implement FCCLA in a classroom, and sample lesson plans to use in a middle 
or high school classroom (FCCLA, 2007), was purchased and used by each of the teacher candidates. The 
information on this resource was combined with learning experiences similar to those teacher 
candidates will use with their future students when they integrate FCCLA in their classroom. The 
resource provides models and examples of successful integration of FCCLA, information about the 
programs offered by FCCLA, and opportunities for middle and high school students, all of which can 
assist teacher candidates in their preparation to be FCCLA advisers. 
Additional documentation provided in the appendices include: learning experiences and lesson 
plans (Appendix D), project guidelines with scorecards (Appendices E and F) and pre- and post-test 
documents (Appendix F). All of these were developed by the student researcher, in collaboration with 
the EDCI 25000 instructor and honors project advisor. 
As shown in the crosswalk document (Appendix C), a total of 17 specific objectives were 
established across three broad topics: STAR (Students Taking Action for Recognition) Events, integration 
of FCCLA into future classroom, and FCCLA as an organization. The specific objectives were as follows: 
1. STAR Events 
a. Define the acronym “STAR” in STAR Events 
b. Describe at least four STAR Events (either state or national) 
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c. Explain each step of the FCCLA Planning Process and how it is applied to the STAR Event 
process and can be applied to problems/situations in real life scenarios 
d. Demonstrate the process of implementing a STAR Event using published project 
guidelines and rubrics 
e. Demonstrate evaluation of middle and high school students’ STAR Events using the 
published project guidelines and rubrics through (1) knowledge of purpose, content, and 
format of a specific rubric instrument; (2) using the rubric descriptions to establish 
expectations for student work; (3) observing evidence of student work (process or 
product) and comparing it to rubric descriptions/expectations; and (4) determining a 
corresponding rating and feedback for the student 
f. Explain the term “assessment” 
g. Distinguish between product and process assessment 
h. Distinguish among a checklist, scorecard, and rubric/rating scale 
2. Integration of FCCLA into future classrooms 
a. Describe two ways integration of FCCLA can be accomplished in FACS classes 
b. Identify major content areas of FACS and give examples of FCCLA programs that apply to 
each 
c. Identify methods and benefits for integrating math, science and language arts into FACS 
and FCCLA activities 
3. FCCLA as an organization 
a. Define the acronym “FCCLA” 
b. Explain the organization of FCCLA from local to national level 
c. Explain what students must do to become members of FCCLA 
d. Describe the process for starting an FCCLA chapter in a local school 
e. Explain roles and purposes of FCCLA National Program and give three examples 
The classroom learning experiences and projects took place in two main segments of the EDCI 
25000 course: (1) FCCLA STAR Events and (2) Integration of FCCLA into the Classroom. The first segment 
spanned the first eight weeks of the course. Instruction focused on STAR Events evaluator preparation, 
the FCCLA Planning Process, and first-hand experience of STAR Events through classroom simulation. 
This segment culminated with teacher candidates serving as evaluators for middle and high school 
students’ STAR Events at the Indiana FCCLA State Leadership Conference. The second segment, which 
took place during the second half of the semester, focused on different approaches for integrating 
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FCCLA in the classroom. Teacher candidates completed a curriculum development project that 
incorporated state Family and Consumer Sciences academic standards, FCCLA materials, relevant 
textbooks, and appropriate learning experiences into an instructional unit for use with middle or high 
school students.  
The student researcher and collaborating instructor/advisor developed four major tools for use 
in the EDCI 250 instruction: 
 an assessment instrument that addressed knowledge and attitudes toward FCCLA (used for pre- 
and post-assessment) (Appendix G) 
 preparation for the project evaluator role (class project) (Appendix E) 
 curriculum integration (class project ) (Appendix F) 
 student feedback on their involvement as FCCLA project evaluator through reflective summary 
(Appendix H) 
Data Sources 
Data were obtained from three sources. The pre- and post-test scores and the curriculum 
integration project provided quantitative data while the reflective summaries students completed after 
their involvement as evaluators for the state FCCLA STAR Events provided qualitative data. As stipulated 
in the overall project’s IRB approval, all data collected were de-identified using a class code that could 
not be traced back to a particular student without access to the key. The key was kept in a secure 
location with another family and consumer sciences education instructor. All data analyses were done 
after the semester ended and final grades had been assigned.  
The assessment instrument used for the pre-test and post-test data collection had two major 
sections. The first section was a knowledge test that consisted of 14 multiple choice questions, three 
open-ended questions, and five matching questions. A 29-statement attitude scale comprised the 
second portion of the instrument. The attitude scale measured teacher candidates’ opinions on six 
constructs stemming from the objectives of the course. The attitude scale was scored using a 5-point 
scale with “Strongly Agree” being 5 and “Strongly Disagree” being 1. Scores were reversed for negative 
statements. Table 1 shows the six constructs and the statements/items from the attitude scale that 
correspond to each: 
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Table 1 
Attitude Scale Constructs and Items 
 
Construct  Attitude Scale Item 
STAR Events Evaluator Role 4. I feel I am prepared to evaluate STAR Events. 
8. I do NOT feel prepared to evaluate STAR Events.* 
13. I feel prepared to evaluate FCCLA members’ work. 
20. Prior knowledge and experience have prepared me to evaluate STAR 
Events. 
FCCLA Planning Process 6. I have no idea what the concept is behind using the FCCLA Planning 
Process.* 
15. I understand the FCCLA Planning Process. 
25. I need more information to understand the FCCLA Planning 
Process.* 
Integration of FCCLA into 
Future Classroom 
1. I feel ready to integrate FCCLA into my future classroom. 
12. I will use FCCLA tools and resources in my future classroom. 
14. I am knowledgeable about tools and resources for integrating FCCLA 
into my future classroom. 
23. More information would be helpful in deciding whether or not to 
use FCCLA in my future classroom.* 
28. I am NOT interested in using FCCLA in my future classroom.* 
Terminology Associated with 
Assessment 
3. I do NOT understand the difference between a checklist, scorecard, 
and rating scale/rubric.* 
5. I feel there is a difference between process and product assessment. 
10. Product assessment is no different than process assessment to 
me.* 
17. I feel comfortable using a checklist, scorecard, or rating scale/rubric 
to evaluate student work. 
19. I can differentiate between process and product assessment. 
22. I understand how a checklist, scorecard, and rating scale/rubric are 
each unique. 
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Understanding of FCCLA as an 
Organization 
2. FCCLA is a “foreign concept” to me.* 
7. I have a clear understanding of FCCLA. 
18. I am interested in learning more about FCCLA. 
27. If more information were available to me about FCCLA I would 
utilize it. 
29. FCCLA is difficult to understand.* 
Advising a Future 
Chapter/Involvement with 
FCCLA in the Future 
9. I will be a FCCLA adviser in the future. 
11. I could NOT picture myself advising a FCCLA chapter in the future.* 
16. Being involved with FCCLA as a college student does NOT interest 
me.* 
21. I am interested in being more involved with FCCLA as a college 
student. 
24. Being a FCCLA advisor in the future does NOT interest me.* 
26. I am interested in advising a FCCLA chapter in the future. 
*These negative statements were reverse scored with “Strongly Agree” being the lowest. 
The second data source was the curriculum integration project. Teacher candidates picked one 
area or project from FCCLA and created a short instructional unit incorporating relevant state standards, 
textbook readings, and FCCLA materials gathered. A rationale was also part of the project to help 
teacher candidates think through and explain the scope and sequence used for their units. Evaluation 
was completed using a scorecard specifically designed for this project. The project guidelines and 
scorecard are presented in Appendix F. 
The third data source was student feedback on their involvement as a FCCLA STAR Events 
evaluator. Students responded to three open-ended questions which asked them to reflect on (a) the 
overall event, (b) how it linked to previous experiences and knowledge of FCCLA or Family and 
Consumer Sciences, and (c) whether the experience met the expectations the teacher candidates had 
going in.  
Findings 
 The knowledge section of the pre- and post-test was comprised of three different types of 
questions: multiple choice, short answer, and matching. The participants’ (n=30) scores on the multiple 
choice questions (n=14) for the pre-test ranged from 4 to 11 correct responses (28.6 to 78.6%). The 
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post-test showed an increase with scores ranging from 7 to 13 correct responses (50 to 92.9%). The 
short answer questions (n=3) showed particular improvement from the pre-test to post-test. On the pre-
test 14 participants answered one question correctly while the other 16 answered zero questions 
correctly. On the post-test, 14 answered two questions correctly, 11 answered one correctly, and 5 
answered zero correctly. Matching questions (n=5) on the pre- and post-tests scores showed an increase 
in knowledge on the topic covered (FCCLA Planning Process steps). When participants took the pre-test, 
7 of the participants correctly answered all five questions while the other 23 participants answered 0 to 
3 questions correctly. The post-test had results of 27 participants answering all five questions correctly 
and 3 participants missing just two questions each. 
 The figures on the following pages show scores on the pre- and post-tests by participant for 
each section of the assessment. Figure 1 shows participants’ overall scores on the pre- and post-tests. 
All 30 participants had an increase in their overall score from the pre-test to the post-test. Figure 2 
shows scores on the multiple choice section:  Twenty-eight participants had an increase in their scores 
on this section of the test, one earned the same score both times, and one had a 1-point decrease in 
their score. Figure 3 shows scores on the matching portion of the pre- and post-test. All 30 participants 
increased their score on this section from the pre- to post-test. As explained above, 27 out of 30 (90%) 
answered all five questions correctly on the post-test. Of these, 7 retained the perfect score they had 
earned on the pre-test and 20 increased their score to get all five items correct on the post-test.  
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Figure 1 
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Figure 3 
Participant Scores for Matching Questions
 
  
Thirteen of the 17 objectives were assessed through knowledge items on the pre- and post-test 
instrument. Gains in scores on the post-test were used to measure impact of the course instruction and 
learning experiences on the students’ achievement of these objectives. Scores from the pre-test were 
compared to the scores on the post-test through percentages. In order to calculate the percent increase 
for each question, the number of correct responses on the pre-test were subtracted from the number of 
correct responses on the post-test. This increase in the number of correct responses was then divided by 
the number of correct responses on the pre-test to find percent increase for each question directly 
correlated to an objective. 
Of the 13 covered on the assessment, 12 were directly correlated to either a multiple choice or 
matching question; the other objective was addressed in an open-ended question. Objective 1 asked 
teacher candidates to be able to “define the acronym ‘STAR’ in STAR Events.” This correlated to question 
4. On the pre-test, 20 teacher candidates answered this question correctly and on the post-test, all 30 
answered this question correctly, which showed an increase of 50% from the pre-test. Objective 3 says 
“explain each step of the FCCLA Planning Process and how it is applied to the STAR Event process and 
can be applied to problems/situations in real life scenarios” which correlated to questions 18, 19, 20, 21, 
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pre-test and 27 answered correctly on the post-test, for an increase of 145%. Question 20 was answered 
correctly by 14 participants on the pre-test and all 30 participants on the post-test, showing an increase 
of 114%. Question 21 showed a 100% increase from the pre-test (15 correct) and all 30 participants 
answered it correctly on the post-test. Question 22 was the last question correlating to objective 3; 19 
answered correctly on the pre-test and all 30 participants answered it correctly on the post-test, 
showing an increase of 58%. Results for objective 3 (questions 18-22 on post-test) are shown in Figure 3 
above. 
 Objective 6 asks participants to “describe the term ‘assessment’” which correlated to question 6 
on the post-test. On the pre-test, 24 participants answered correctly, 26 answered correctly on the post-
test, which showed an increase of 8%. Objective 7 says “distinguish between product and process 
assessment” and correlated with questions 7 and 8 on the post-test. Both of these questions were 
answered correctly by the same number of students (n=30 and 28, respectively) on both the pre- and 
post-tests, so no gain was shown. Objective 8 asked participants to “distinguish among a checklist, 
scorecard, and rubric/rating scale” and was covered by questions 9, 10, and 11 on the post-test. 
Question 9 was answered correctly by 23 participants on the pre-test and only 19 on the post test, 
making this the only question with a decrease in score of -17%. Question 10 showed a 166% increase 
with 16 participants answering it correctly on the post-test, compared to 6 on the pre-test. Question 11 
was answered correctly by 11 on the pre-test and 15 on the post-test, for an increase of 36%. 
 Objectives 9, 10, 11, and 12 covered integration of FCCLA into the classroom and were primarily 
covered through the curriculum integration project, with 3 questions from the assessment. Data from 
the curriculum integration project is provided later in this section. Objective 9 asked teacher candidates 
to “describe two ways co-curricular integration of FCCLA can be accomplished in FACS classes” and 
correlated with question 12 on the post-test. Six participants answered correctly on the pre-test, and 8 
on the post-test which showed an increase of 33%. Question 13 correlated with objective 10, which says 
“identify five major content areas of FACS and give examples of FCCLA programs that apply to each” and 
had 17 participants answer correctly on the pre-test and 21 on the post-test, showing an increase of 
24%. Objective 11 asks participants to “identify the process areas of FACS and describe how students 
use each of the process areas” which correlated to question 14, which had 23 correct responses on the 
pre-test and 25 on the post test for a 9% increase. 
 Objective 13 asks participants to “define the acronym ‘FCCLA’” which correlated to question 1 
on the post-test. 14 teacher candidates answered correctly on the pre-test and 23 on the post-test, 
showing an increase of 64%. Question 2 was answered correctly by 17 on the pre-test and 25 on the 
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post-test, for an increase of 47%. This item correlated to objective 14 which asked participants to 
“explain the organization of FCCLA from local to national level”. Objective 15 says “explain what 
students must do to become members of FCCLA” which correlated to question 3. This item had a 120% 
increase from the pre-test (n=10) to the post-test (n= 22). Objective 17 asks teacher candidates to 
“explain roles and purposes of FCCLA National Programs and give three examples,” which correlated to 
question 5. On the assessments, 4 answered correctly on the pre-test and 15 on the post-test for an 
increase of 275%. 
The second portion of the assessment was an attitude scale. Each question was scored on a 5-
point scale with negative statements being reverse-scored. Figure 4 shows each participant’s score out 
of a possible 145 points (5 points per item X 29 items). Of the 30 participants, 28 (93.3%) showed an 
increase in their overall score across the six constructs measured on the attitude scale. 
 
Figure 4 
Participant Score for Attitude Scale 
 
The attitude scale results also were analyzed by construct. Each construct varied based on the 
number of statements, with each having at least three statements (at least one positive and one 
negative within those three statements). Table 2 shows results of the attitude scale by construct for 
both the pre- and post-test, both raw data and comparison score are reported here. The maximum 
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was determined by calculating the total number of points earned by all of the items under the specific 
construct, then dividing that number by the number of points possible for that construct. The results in 
Table 2 show an increase in score for five of the six constructs; the only decrease was “Advising a Future 
Chapter/Involvement with FCCLA in the Future”, which went down by only 1/100 of a point. Figures 5 
and 6 take the data in the table and report it visually. 
 
Table 2 













323 2.69 509 4.24 
FCCLA Planning 
Process 
227 2.52 398 4.42 
Integration of FCCLA 
Future Classroom 




674 3.74 789 4.38 
Understanding of 
FCCLA as an 
Organization 
475 3.16 566 3.77 
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with FCCLA in the 
Future 
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Figure 5 
Total Scores for Attitude Scale Results by Construct 
 
Figure 6 
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For the second data source in this project, participants completed a FCCLA Integration Project 
following guidelines provided (see Appendix F). A scorecard was used to evaluate their performance on 
the following items: 
1. Series of Lessons 
2. Integration of FCCLA 
3. Use of Standards 
4. Use of Textbook 
5. Rationale for Series of Lessons 
6. Grammar/Spelling 
Table 3 indicates participant performance overall and then for each item individually. Out of the 
30 participants, data were collected from 27. Figures 7 and 8 report the data from the FCCLA Integration 
Project in graph form. 
 The findings show that average scores were all less than 2.5 points less than the points possible 
in the project. According to the results, the average participant would have earned a 92.5% on the 
project, which is an “A” letter grade. 
Table 3 
Curriculum Integration Project Results 
 
Item Evaluated Points Possible Average Score 
Series of Lessons 15 14.67 
Integration of FCCLA 15 12.67 
Use of Standards 8 7.56 
Use of Textbook 8 7.67 
Rationale for Series of Lessons 15 13.74 
Grammar/Spelling 4 3.85 
Overall Project 65 60.15 
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Figure 7 





































Curriculum Integration Project Item Scores 
Points Possible Average Score
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From the third data source, student feedback via reflective summaries (Appendix H), the student 
researcher was able to collect qualitative data from three specific topics regarding the teacher 
candidates’ role as evaluators of STAR Events at the FCCLA State Leadership Conference. These 
qualitative data were analyzed by first reading through all of the reflective summaries, identifying 
common themes, and color-coding comments accordingly. The data were re-analyzed several weeks 
later to confirm consistency. 
The first of the topics covered via student feedback was summarization of factual information 
related to the experience. Teacher candidates reported information about the specific event(s) which 
they assisted with and/or evaluated. These were informational rather than reflective data therefore are 
not reported here.  
 In the second part of the reflective summary, teacher candidates connected the experiences 
they had during STAR Events at the conference to other information and perspectives they had 
previously encountered and plan to encounter in their future as a teacher/professional. Several of the 
teacher candidates related their experiences to prior experience in other student organizations and 
prior experience of evaluating student projects. One teacher candidate stated in their response that 
“evaluating will also help me grade presentations as well as garments especially when using a rubric and 
to give helpful encouraging advice while teaching them proper techniques”. Other teacher candidates 
similarly expressed how using a rubric to evaluate a STAR Event will benefit them when evaluating 
students work in their future classrooms. Another teacher candidate linked their experience evaluating 
STAR Events to the content learned in classes at Purdue by explaining “how the content we are learning 
in our classes at Purdue will be used with our students and beyond”. Professionalism was also a 
common theme in the responses given for this topic with one teacher candidate stating “*they+ wish 
[their] high school had this organization. [They] would have greatly benefited from the experience and 
the professionalism”. 
 The third topic in the reflective summary provided feedback on the teacher candidates’ 
judgments on the overall experiences, specifically what their expectations for the event were, whether 
their expectations were met, how the experience will influence and/or benefit the teacher candidates in 
the future, and what was learned that may affect future involvement with FCCLA. Most of the teacher 
candidates expressed their expectations were met or more than met. A common expectation was to 
learn more about FCCLA and how they can integrate it in their future classroom. One teacher candidate 
expressed how it will benefit them as a teacher because “when trying to come up with lessons for FACS 
classes *they+ can think about some of the different STAR Events that might go along with a lesson”. 
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Another teacher candidate stated “this experience will be valuable in the classroom as *they+ listen and 
grade *their+ students”. Several other teacher candidates echoed the valuable experience using a rubric 
to evaluate students, or just going through the process of evaluating students during presentations and 
providing valuable, appropriate feedback. Another teacher candidate summarized their experience by 
saying “as a FACS educator, knowing about the benefits of FCCLA opens the door to being an advisor”. 
Through these responses, the teacher candidates provided valuable feedback to the student researcher 
and expressed how their experience had made them consider seeking future involvement with FCCLA 
through a number of capacities, as well as considering the value in providing FCCLA to their future 
students. 
Discussion 
Several components were accomplished through this project, ranging from creating 
reproducible lessons and learning experiences to providing opportunities for teacher candidates to 
explore FCCLA and learn about the value of integrating it into their future classroom, as well as offering 
it to their students. An assessment was created that measures both concrete knowledge and attitudes 
toward FCCLA; both of these showed increases from the pre-test to the post-test. The findings from the 
assessment showed that some of the 17 learning objectives were achieved better than others during the 
learning experiences. . One strength of the learning experiences that was evident on the assessment 
was the explanation and use of the FCCLA Planning Process. In contrast, one part of the instruction that 
the assessment showed needed improvement was National Program explanation and usage. The 
assessment was a large source of data for the project and the data from it can be used to improve the 
learning experiences. 
Another learning experience that was created for the course was the curriculum integration 
project. After analyzing the results from this project the researchers concluded that the project had 
some parts that need improvement, for example, the teacher candidates need to be given more 
direction as to which projects or programs would fit the guidelines. Another weakness of this project 
was the lack of knowledge some teacher candidates had in creating block and lesson plans. One strength 
of the project was making teacher candidates think about how a specific FCCLA project or program fits 
into their classroom and how other subjects can be incorporated into their lessons. 
A third accomplishment of the learning experiences was the number of opportunities teacher 
candidates had to learn about FCCLA firsthand. The student researcher and instructor/advisor provided 
a list of opportunities ranging from helping in the preparation for the state leadership conference to 
evaluating a second event, in addition to the first event assigned as part of normal coursework. Teacher 
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candidates provided positive feedback about their experiences and the student researcher and 
instructor/ advisor found that many of the teacher candidates plan to seek further involvement with 
FCCLA in some capacity, whether it be evaluating in years to come and/or offering FCCLA in their future 
classroom. One weakness of this part of the course was the lack of opportunities provided for teacher 
candidates to interact with current FCCLA advisers and members to ask questions and learn more about 
adviser and member participation. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
The project showed a positive impact on the teacher candidates’ knowledge and interest in 
FCCLA. Teacher candidates found value in the experience of evaluating STAR Events at the State 
Leadership Conference and expressed interest in seeking future involvement with the organization 
through various capacities, i.e. serving as an adviser and/or evaluating STAR Events in years to come. It 
can also be concluded that teacher candidates gained information and resources for use in their future 
classrooms.  
After discussion and review of the materials presented to the teacher candidates a few 
recommendations can be made about parts of the project. Teacher candidates interpreted the 
guidelines for the curriculum integration project differently than had been anticipated which was visible 
from the results and comments made by the participants; more direction for the project should be 
given, i.e. assigning a specific event or project to a group of teacher candidates to give more structure to 
the project and align more specifically with the project guidelines. Using prior teacher candidate work 
(with permission) to show as examples may be helpful for teacher candidates who have never 
experienced the creation of block plans and/or lesson plans. Explaining the connection between the 
project and their future classroom may be helpful, or allowing teacher candidates to practice one lesson 
of their project in front of a group of middle or high school students may prove beneficial. 
 In order to communicate how STAR Events fit into FCCLA as an organization, more time needs 
to be spent explaining and discussing the many National Programs offered by FCCLA, since STAR Events 
is only one of the National Programs students can complete. Time also needs to be spent explaining the 
role National Programs have in offering experiences to members. One way to do this would be to have 
teacher candidates use a National Program when completing their curriculum integration project which 
would allow for more exposure to the programs as well as give the teacher candidates a little more 
direction for the project. 
One last recommendation would be to bring middle and/or high school students who are 
current FCCLA members to the teacher candidates’ class to share firsthand what their chapter is doing 
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and what experiences they have had, or are currently having, in FCCLA. This would help teacher 
candidates see the value for their future students and also get a clearer picture of what FCCLA is all 
about. Inviting an adviser of a FCCLA chapter to speak and explain their role in the organization would 
also add value to the instruction since teacher candidates are preparing to assume this role in their 
future teaching positions.  
Overall, the results of the project were positive. Teacher candidates showed increased 
knowledge and interest in FCCLA. The student researcher expected to be met with a lot of resistance 
from the teacher candidates but was pleasantly surprised that they had genuine interest in learning 
more about this organization, and that by the end of the project the teacher candidates had intentions 
to seek more involvement on their own. It is the hopes of the student researcher that this project will be 
repeated in future semesters of EDCI 25000 to continue educating teacher candidates about FCCLA and 
the opportunities FCCLA can offer its members. The next step in the plan for this project is to compile all 
materials needed for instruction and make the package available to other colleges and universities 
educating teacher candidates in family and consumer sciences so that the curriculum can be duplicated 
and impact more teachers and students in the future. 
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 Participant Population 
7. Expected Age Range 




 65 and older 
8. Describe location of subjects during research data collection 
Check all that apply: 
 






Research procedures or recruitment conducted off-campus within a school, business, or other setting must 
have permission from an appropriate authority associated with that site. 
 I have attached letters of permission from the appropriate authority allowing the research to occur at 
the proposed setting(s). 
In the case of research conducted in educational settings (i.e. primary and secondary schools, 
institutions of higher education, etc.), please note that you should check with each school district you 
will work with to determine if separate school IRB approval or district approval is required. 
 
Summary of Activities 
 (use lay language, do not cut and paste from or refer to grant or abstract) 
9. Briefly state your research question. 
What impact does course-based instruction have on family and consumer sciences (FCS) teacher 
candidates’ knowledge and interest related to the Family, Career and Community Leaders of America 
(FCCLA) student organization and their future involvement with FCCLA as organization advisors and 
FCS teachers? 
10. Will the activity/activities occur during class time or outside of class time? 
 During Class Time 
 Outside of Class Time 
 Purdue University, specify campus: West Lafayette 
 Elementary/Secondary Schools, specify:       
 Community Center, specify:       
 Other University Campus, specify:       
 Subject’s Home, specify:       
 International Location, specify:       
 Other location, specify:       
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11. What research activity/activities will take place?  
(check all that apply, then check if subjects can choose not to participate) 
Can Subjects 
Choose Not to 
Participate? 
 
  YES NO 
 Implementation of a novel educational method 
Describe how it differs from the standard method: 
The research will take place in the Purdue course EDCI 250, Professional Development 
in Family and Consumer Sciences Education. The PI is co-instructor for this course (see 
#16). EDCI 250 course typically has provided teacher candidates (Purdue students who 
are preparing to be teachers) with overall information about FCCLA and has required 
only one type of state-level involvement with FCCLA, as evaluators of middle and high 
school students’ projects. The novel method used in this project will provide more 
comprehensive background information about FCCLA and more thorough preparation 
for the project evaluator role. It also will include opportunities for more extensive 
involvement with FCCLA, such as guest speakers affiliated with FCCLA, additional state 
FCCLA activities, and interaction with local FCCLA chapters. The novel method also will 
provide the teacher candidates with more in-depth preparation for integrating FCCLA in 
their future classrooms. Finally, the novel method will include a pre- and post- 
assessment of teacher candidates’ knowledge and attitudes about FCCLA. It is intended 
that the novel method will be a prototype for FCS teacher education that will be 
replicated at Purdue and other universities in the future.  
 
  
  YES NO 
 Testing 
Describe how often and when: 
As stated above, the novel method will include a pre- and post-assessment of teacher 
candidates’ knowledge and attitudes about FCCLA. Purdue students will complete these 
assessments during regularly scheduled class time. The pre-test will take place within 
the first 3 weeks of the semester, pending IRB approval by that time. The post-test will 
take place during the 13th week of the semester.  
PLEASE BE AWARE that if you do not already have access to any of the above information, 
you may only obtain it after the custodian of the records de-identifies the data. 
  
  YES NO 
 Review and collection of student grades and standardized test scores 
Describe what scores or grades will be collected: 
Scores and grades will be collected from six sources: The pre-test and post-test and 
four course projects/assignments: (1) preparation for the project evaluator role, (2) 
involvement as FCCLA project evaluator, (3) involvement in a second FCCLA activity and 
(4) curriculum integration project. Access, de-identification and confidentiality are 
addressed in items #18 and #19 below. 
 
PLEASE BE AWARE that if you do not already have access to any of the above information, 
you may only obtain it after the custodian of the records de-identifies the data. 
  
  YES NO 
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 Will you be observing and recording data on teacher or student? 
1. Indicate teacher or student below: 
 On Teacher 
 On Student 
2. How will the data be recorded? 





  YES NO 
 Review of student coursework 
Describe what course work will be reviewed and how identity will be protected: 
The Purdue students will submit the four course projects/assignments (listed in the 
previous item and also below) as part of the EDCI 250 course. As described in item #18 
below, these materials will be identified only by PUID and an assigned research code.  
The PI and the other co-instructor for EDCI 250 will grade the projects, and then make 
copies of the documents. The other co-instructor will take the originals and serve as 
custodian of records (see #18 below). The PUID will be removed from the graded 
copies; only the research code will remain. These de-identified copies will be secured in 
the PI’s office until after grades are submitted. For the purposes of this research, the 
de-identified materials will be reviewed by the PI and the co-investigator only after the 
final grades for the semester are submitted to Purdue. The co-investigator will have no 
access to the materials before that time.  
The four projects include: (1) Preparation for the project evaluator role, (2) Involvement 
as FCCLA project evaluator, (3) Involvement in a second FCCLA activity, and (4) 
Curriculum integration project.  
PLEASE BE AWARE that if you do not already have access to any of the above information, 
you may only obtain it after the custodian of the records de-identifies the data. 
  
  YES NO 
 Use of questionnaires, interview questions, etc. If applicable, include a copy. 








   
  YES NO 







Attach all surveys, instruments, interview questions, focus group questions, etc. 
12. Will the activity occur regardless of whether you are conducting research or not? 
 YES 
 NO 
13. Describe what non-participants will do during the research (activities and supervision): 




14. Will you give subjects gifts, payments, compensation, reimbursement, services, or extra credit?  
 YES 
 NO 
Note: If extra credit will be offered for participation in the research activity, an alternative activity must be 
provided to non-participating students for a comparable amount of credit. 
If yes, please explain: 
n/a 
Recruitment 
15. How will potential subjects be identified for recruitment? (i.e. how will you select the schools, 
teachers, and students for recruitment) 
The Purdue students who are enrolled in EDCI 250 as a regular part of their program of study will 
complete the activities as part of the course requirements. 
16. Describe your relationship with the population you wish to study. (i.e. are you the teacher, principal, a 
graduate assistant, a fellow student, or clarify if you have not had prior contact with this group, etc.) 
The PI is co-instructor for the EDCI 250 course. The co-investigator is a fellow student in the family 
and consumer sciences education program. She formerly took EDCI 250; however, during the 
research semester she is not enrolled as a peer EDCI 250 student.  
17. Describe with whom (i.e. graduate student) and how (i.e. in a classroom setting, by mail, e-mail, etc.) 
you will make initial contact with the subjects. 
Initial contact with the PI and the co-investigator will take place on January 13, 2010, during the first 
weekly class session of EDCI 250 for the Spring 2010 semester, pending IRB approval by that date.  
Attach a copy of any and all recruitment materials to be used (i.e. advertisements, bulletin board notices, e-
mails, letters, phone scripts, or URLs). 
Confidentiality 
18. Will the data be collected anonymously (without identifiers)?  
 YES. Skip to end of document. 
 NO. Describe the identifiers to be collected: 
 
Purdue students will identify their test instruments and EDCI 250 course projects with their PUID and 
with a code number for this research that is assigned by the other co-instructor for the course (not 
the PI). Purdue students will not provide their names on these documents. For purposes of recording 
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course scores and grades, the other co-instructor for the course will serve as custodian of records 
and make the connection between PUIDs and student names. The assigned code number will enable 
the researchers to correlate scores and materials from individual Purdue students during data 
analysis. 
19. Describe provisions that will be taken to maintain confidentiality of data (i.e. surveys, audio, video, 
etc.):  
As explained above, PUIDs will be removed from the test instruments and the course projects before 
the copies are made that will be used for data analysis. Only the assigned code number for the 
research will be left on these documents. The de-identified copies will be secured in the PI’s office 
until after the course grades are submitted. 
20. Estimate how long it will take to transcribe audio and/or video tapes and when they will be 
destroyed. 
n/a 
21. Will the PI be able to identify subjects (i.e. identifiers, code keys, etc.)?  
 YES 
 NO 
22. Will identifiable data be made available to anyone other than the PI?  
 YES 
 NO 
If yes, explain who and why they will have access to the identifiable data: 
Identifiable data will be available to the other co-instructor for the course (not the PI), in order to 
record and submit the Purdue students’ scores and course grades. The PI, as co-instructor for the 
course, will have access to documents that are identified with the PUIDs but not with Purdue 
students’ names.  
As Principal Investigator of this study, I assure the IRB that the following statements are true: I have read the 
Human Subjects “Research Exemption Request Guidelines.” The information provided on this form is 
correct. I will seek and obtain prior written approval from the IRB for any substantive modification in the 
protocol, including changes in procedures, research team members, funding agencies, etc. I will not begin 
my research until I have received written notification of final IRB exemption. I will comply with all IRB 




Principal Investigator Signature  Date 
 
Submit the original request to: Institutional Review Board (IRB), Ernest C. Young Hall 
10th Floor, Room 1032 






Spring 2010 - Purdue University 
Department of Curriculum and Instruction – College of Education  
EDCI 250, Professional Development in Family and Consumer Sciences Education 
Wednesday, 3:30-4:20, Haas Hall (HAAS) G066  
Instructor  
Dr. Wanda Fox, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Department of Curriculum & Instruction 
Office:  Beering Hall, Room 3148 
Office hours:  By appointment 
Phone:  765-494-7291 (office); 765-427-0829 (home/cell, before 8:00 p.m.) 
E-Mail:  wfox@purdue.edu  
Co-Instructor  
Mrs. Corinne Zuege, M.S., Visiting Instructor, Department of Curriculum & Instruction 
Office:  Beering Hall, Room 3146 
Office hours:  By appointment 
Phone:  765-494-7292 (office); 765-497-3840 (home, before 8:00 p.m.) 
E-Mail:  czuege@purdue.edu 
Undergraduate Teaching Assistant 
Sara Workman, Family and Consumer Sciences Education Program 
E-Mail:  saworkma@purdue.edu  
Secretary 
Mrs. Kim Deardorff, Department of Curriculum & Instruction 
Office:  Beering Hall, Room 3134 
Hours: M-F, 7:30-noon, 12:30-4:00 
E-mail: deardoka@purdue.edu  
Phone and Fax:  765-494-7290 (phone)  765-496-1622 (fax) 
Mailing Address:  100 N. University Street, West Lafayette, IN 47907-2098 
Course Description 
In this course, students explore roles and responsibilities of family and consumer sciences educators in 
schools, communities, and businesses. The organization and coordination of family and consumer 
sciences education programs and their relationships to academic and career and technical education will 
be emphasized. Historical background, youth organizations, professional resources and organizations, 
career development, and other trends and issues will be addressed. Participation in youth organizations 
and professional activities will be included. Class 1, cr. 1-2 (may be repeated for up to three credits). 
Course Goals 
1. Formulate and implement plans for building and documenting one’s professional identity, 
competence, and career development as a family and consumer sciences educator. 
2. Examine historical and philosophical bases, curriculum standards, and programs for family and 
consumer sciences education, including connections with current educational initiatives and with 
societal needs and issues. 
3. Describe characteristics and relationships among family and consumer sciences education, career 
and technical (vocational) education, and related legislative issues. 
4. Analyze and promote family and consumer sciences programs for middle schools, high schools, and 
career centers, using the Indiana course frameworks and other state and national documents. 
5. Assess contributions made by youth and professional organizations to family and consumer sciences 
education. 
Course Resource 
Family, Career and Community Leaders of America. Essential Guide to FCCLA in the Classroom. (2007). 
Reston, VA, Author. www.fcclainc.org (purchase from instructor) 
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Spring 2010 Course Objectives  
Focus Topic: Family, Career and Community Leaders of America (FCCLA) 
STAR events 
1. Define the acronym “STAR” in STAR Events. 
2. Describe at least four STAR Events (either state or national). 
3. Explain each step of the FCCLA Planning Process and how it is applied to the STAR Event process 
and can be applied to problems/situations in real life scenarios 
4. Demonstrate the process of implementing a STAR event using published project guidelines and 
rubrics. 
5. Demonstrate evaluation of middle and high school students’ STAR Events using the published 
project guidelines and rubrics through (1) knowledge of purpose, content, and format of a 
specific rubric instrument; (2) using the rubric descriptions to establish expectations for student 
work; (3) observing evidence of student work (process or product) and comparing it to rubric 
descriptions/expectations; and (4) determining a corresponding rating and feedback for the 
student. 
6. Explain the term “assessment.” 
7. Distinguish between product and process assessment. 
8. Distinguish among a checklist, scorecard, and rubric/rating scale. 
Integration of FCCLA 
9. Describe two ways integration of FCCLA can be accomplished in FACS classes. 
10. Identify five major content areas of FACS and give examples of FCCLA programs that apply to 
each. 
11. Identify methods and benefits for integrating math, science, and language arts into FACS and 
FCCLA activities. 
FCCLA as an Organization 
12. Define the acronym “FCCLA”. 
13. Explain the organization of FCCLA from local to national level. 
14. Explain what students must do to become members of FCCLA. 
15. Describe the process for starting an FCCLA chapter in a local school. 
16. Explain roles and purposes of FCCLA National Programs and give three examples. 
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Course Assignments and Grades 
Specific guidelines and criteria provided in class and on Blackboard 
Assignment Due Date 
Points 
Possible Earned 
FAMILY, CAREER AND COMMUNITY LEADERS OF AMERICA (FCCLA)    
Preparation: FCCLA STAR Events Evaluator – Part 1 2/3 10  
Preparation: FCCLA STAR Events Evaluator – Part 2 2/17 65  
Participation: FCCLA STAR Events Evaluator 3/4 or 3/5 100  
Follow-up report: FCCLA STAR Events Evaluator 3/10 15  
FCCLA Co-curricular Integration Project  4/14 65  
FCCLA Post-test 4/14 50  
FCCLA Data entry and report 4/14 15  
FCCLA Participation (in addition to STAR Events Evaluator) 
Various options from which to choose.  
Submit signed summary form (available on Blackboard). 
4/23 (Fri) 30  
PROFESSIONALISM    
Attendance at two INAFCS Purdue student meetings or events  
Submit reflective summary for each. (Guidelines on Blackboard) 
#1 by 3/10 15  
#2 by 4/30 15  
Employment Requirement Documents – submit documents in class and 
post items on Task Stream, per instructions 
#1 by 3/24 25 
 
#2 by 4/14 25 
CLASS PARTICIPATION     
Course evaluation – evidence of completion (submit printout) By 5/3 (Mon)  10  
Student Spotlight - group introductions See schedule 10  
EDCI 250 Class Attendance 14 @ 4 pts (6 pts extra credit possible) See schedule 50  
 Total 500  
Grading Scale 
495+ = A+ 494-456= A 455-450 = A- 
449-445 = B+ 444-406 = B 405-400 = B- 
399-395 = C+ 394-365 = C 365-350 = C- 
349-345 = D+ 339-306 = D 305-300 = D- 
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Course Schedule 
Wk Date Topic 
Class Preparation & Assignments 
(Assignments due at beginning of class) 
1.  1/13 
 Course overview and introductions 
 State and National Professional 
Participation opportunities  
 Organize Groups & schedule Student 
Spotlights 
 FCCLA pre-test 
 
2.  1/20 
Meet in Computer Lab – LILY G431 
 
Student Spotlights - Group #1 
 
 FCCLA – Overview presentation 
 Distribute Essential Guide CDs  
 Sign up for STAR event evaluation  
Due: Payment ($20) for Essential Guide CD. 
Check payable to Wanda Fox or cash (exact 
amount) placed in sealed, signed envelope. 
 Preview STAR events information. See 
Blackboard for links to online information 
 Consider work experience, university 
coursework, other interests 
 Identify 2-3 possible events to evaluate  
3.  1/27 
Student Spotlights - Group #2  
 
 Preparation for FCCLA STAR Events 
Evaluation  
 Essential Guide CD: FCCLA Planning 
Process, STAR events section, and 
preview of other sections 
4.  2/3 
FCSE Program (W. Fox & K. Hickman) 
 Employment Requirement  
 Course Requirements/Sequence 
 Individual Plan-of-Study 
Due: FCCLA Preparation Project, Part 1  
Preview the following items (provided on 
Blackboard.) and print copies for any not already 
in your files:  
Employment Requirement Folder:  
 Employment Requirement Overview 
 Employment Record Form 
 Assignment Code 
 Cumulative Employment Record  
Academic Advising Folder: 
 FCSE Timeline for Program Completion 
 Advising Documents 
5.  2/10 
Student Spotlights - Group #3  
 
 Preparation for FCCLA STAR Events 
Evaluation 
 Chamberlain & Cummings, Chapter 7, 
pp. 84, 96-102). Available on Blackboard 
6.  2/17 
Student Spotlights - Group #4 
 
 Preparation for FCCLA STAR Events 
Evaluation 
Due: FCCLA Preparation Project, Part 2 (In-
class and written reports) 
7.  2/24 
 Preparation for FCCLA STAR Events 
Evaluation 
 Preview: Fall 2010 Registration (K. 
Hickman) 
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Wk Date Topic 
Class Preparation & Assignments 
(Assignments due at beginning of class) 
8.  3/3 
Meet in Computer Lab - ENAD 135 
 Fall 2010 Registration 
 Employment Requirement 
Documentation 
 Course Registration Materials 
 Employment Requirement – Handouts 




Participation: FCCLA STAR Events Evaluator 
Wyndham West Hotel, Indianapolis 
9.  3/10 
Student Spotlights - Group #5  
 
 FCCLA STAR Events – Debriefing 
 Introduce Co-Curricular Integration 
Due: FCCLA Follow-up Report  
Due: INAFCS Participation #1 
 3/15-19 No Class – Spring Break 
10.  3/24 
Student Spotlights - Group #6 
 
 FCCLA Co-Curricular Integration 
Due: Employment Requirement Documents, 
Part 1. (Initial Task Stream Posting plus hard-
copy documents)  
 Essential Guide CD: Assigned sections 
11.  3/31  
Student Spotlights - Group #7 
 
 FCCLA Co-Curricular Integration 
 
12.  4/7 
Meet in Computer Lab - ENAD 135 
 FCCLA Data Entry 
Due: FCCLA Co-Curricular Integration Project  
13.  4/14 
Meet in Computer Lab - ENAD 135 
 FCCLA Data Reports 
 FCCLA post-test 
Due: Employment Requirement Documents, 
Part 2 (Task Stream Posting finalized)  
Due by Fri 4/16: FCCLA Data Summary 
Report 
14.  4/21 
No Class – Release time for 
participation in FCCLA and INAFCS  
Due by Fri 4/23: FCCLA Participation #2 
15.  4/28 
Meet in Computer Lab - ENAD 135 
 FCCLA Data summary in-class reports 
 Course wrap-up 




No Final Exam 
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Course Policies 
1. Course questions and input. Student inquiries, feedback, and suggestions related to course topics, 
assignments, and schedules are welcome. If you have ideas, questions, or concerns about anything related 
to this course, you should contact Dr. Fox by e-mail (wfox@purdue.edu) and/or arrange to meet with her so 
that your questions or concerns can be addressed and/or your input considered for the course.  
2. Class attendance and absences. Purdue University policy states that all students are expected to be present 
for every meeting of classes in which they are enrolled. On-time attendance and class participation are 
expected. Inform Dr. Fox before class begins if you will be absent or will not be able to attend the entire 
class session. Excused absences require medical verification or notice from the Dean of Students. More than 
two absences without advance notification can result in a Teacher Education Disposition Report. 
If you will be absent for more than five days (two or more weeks/sessions of EDCI 250), have not been able 
to reach Dr. Fox in person or by telephone or through leaving notification of your circumstances with her 
secretary, Kim Deardorff, you or your representative should notify the Office of the Dean of Students (765-
494-1254) as soon as possible after becoming aware that the absence is necessary. Be advised, you may be 
asked to provide documentation from an authorized professional or agency which supports an explanation 
for your absence. All matters relative to attendance, including the make-up of missed work, are to be 
arranged between you and Dr. Fox. Only Dr. Fox can excuse you from classes or course responsibilities. You 
are responsible for recording the instructors’ and Dean of Students’ contact information so they are 
available to you if you are away from campus.  
3. FCCLA State Conference Participation. This course includes participation as a STAR Events Evaluator at the 
Indiana Family, Career and Community Leaders of America State Leadership Conference. This participation 
takes place at the Indianapolis Wyndham West Hotel (located near the airport) on Thursday evening, March 
4 or Friday March 5. Further details and transportation arrangements will be coordinated in class. 
Transportation will be provided if needed. An alternate assignment is available if necessary. 
4. H1N1 Flu. Many students are in the age group that has been most affected by Influenza A H1N1 (ages 5-24). 
Also at high risk are pregnant women and individuals with chronic ailments such as asthma. All students are 
urged to take precautions against the spread of communicable disease. Please read the information at 
http://news.uns.purdue.edu/x/2009a/090430WestmanFlu.html. If you think you have the flu, or if you have 
flulike symptoms, the best things you can do are to stay home and contact the Purdue Student Health 
Center or your own medical provider and ask for instructions. Purdue students may contact the student 
health center at 765-494-1700. The worst thing you could do is attend a class if you are truly sick. Alert Dr. 
Fox and ask to be excused. You may need to provide a medical release upon returning. 
5. Late Assignments. Assignments turned in late will be deducted 5% of possible points for each day late. One 
late coupon per semester (see previous page). Late assignments without advance arrangements and other 
deficiencies in meeting course requirements can result in a Teacher Education Disposition Report.  
6. Academic Integrity. All assignments are to be individual work, unless specified as “group”. Evidence of 
academic dishonesty of any type can lead to a failing grade in the course. Purdue prohibits "dishonesty in 
connection with any University activity. Cheating, plagiarism, or knowingly furnishing false information to 
the University are examples of dishonesty." [Part 5, Section III-B-2-a, University Regulations] Furthermore, 
the University Senate has stipulated that "the commitment of acts of cheating, lying, and deceit in any of 
their diverse forms (such as the use of substitutes for taking examinations, the use of illegal cribs, 
plagiarism, and copying during examinations) is dishonest and must not be tolerated. Moreover, knowingly 
to aid and abet, directly or indirectly, other parties in committing dishonest acts is in itself dishonest." 
[University Senate Document 72-18, December 15, 1972] 
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7. Disabilities: Students with disabilities should be registered with Adaptive Programs in the Office of the Dean 
of Students before classroom accommodations can be provided. If you are eligible for academic 
accommodations because you have a documented disability that will impact your work in this class, make 
an appointment with Dr. Fox as soon as possible, by January 22, 2010, to discuss your needs. 
8. Online Course Evaluation. During the last two weeks of the semester, you will be provided with an 
opportunity to evaluate this course and your instructors. Purdue now uses an online course evaluation 
system. Near the end of classes, you will receive an official e-mail from evaluation administrators with a link 
to the online evaluation site. You will have up to two weeks to complete this evaluation. When you 
complete the evaluation for this course, print the verification screen and submit for 10 points. Your 
participation is an integral part of this course, and your feedback is vital to improving education at Purdue 
University. You are strongly urged to participate in the evaluation system. 
9. Borrowed Materials. Materials borrowed from the course instructors, the TRC, and school-based colleagues 
must be returned before final grade will be submitted. 
10. Campus Emergency: Emergency information and updates will be posted on Purdue's homepage, 
http://www.purdue.edu. All students are urged to review campus emergency information and to enroll in 
the campus emergency notification system (http://www.purdue.edu/securepurdue/ - scroll to lower right 
portion of page). In the event of a major campus emergency, course requirements, deadlines and grading 
percentages are subject to changes that may be necessitated by a revised semester calendar or other 
circumstances. Here are ways to get information about changes in this course. Blackboard web page, 
instructors’ email address: wfox@purdue.edu and instructors’ office phone 765-494-7921 (Dr. Fox).  
Beering Hall Emergency: Students should visit http://www.education.purdue.edu/ODFD/resources.html 
to review the response procedures for emergencies in Beering Hall. It is necessary that you review these 





Objectives Learning Experiences Materials Test Qs Assessment 
STAR Events     
1. Define the acronym “STAR” in 
STAR Events. 
 -STAR Event Info Sheet MC 4  
2. Describe/explain at least four 
STAR Events (either state or 
national). 
-over the course of the 
semester they will be hearing 
about different events and will 
possibly have experience with 
two different events (their 
practice one and the event 
they evaluate) 
-STAR Event Info Sheet Open ended 
15 




3. Explain each step of the FCCLA 
Planning Process and how it is 
applied to the STAR Event 
process and can be applied to 
problems/situations in real life 
scenarios. 
-Planning process activity 
(similar to reasoning for action) 
-Planning process 




4. Demonstrate the process of 
implementing a STAR event 
using published project 
guidelines and rubrics.  
Mock-up of assigned STAR 
Event; create plan for action 
using planning process; present 
plan to class/group (group may 
be related to certain process 
area…or have STAR Event 
presentations of process area 
groups) 
-STAR Event Info Sheet 
(need to decide which 
event falls into which 
area) 
-Sample STAR Event 
n/a Students lay out a 
design of their 
event (mock-up). 
Include the planning 
process. Present to 
the class.  
Small groups in class 
or video-tape in 
advance and submit 
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Objectives Learning Experiences Materials Test Qs Assessment 
5. Demonstrate evaluation of 
middle and high school students’ 
STAR Events using the published 
project guidelines and rubrics 
through (1) knowledge of 
purpose, content, and format of 
a specific rubric instrument; (2) 
using the rubric descriptions to 
establish expectations for 
student work; (3) observing 
evidence of student work 
(process or product) and 
comparing it to rubric 
descriptions/expectations; and 
(4) determining a corresponding 
rating and feedback for the 
student. 
-Going through materials for 
evaluators - 
STAR Event evaluating  
Evaluate STAR Events at the 
FCCLA State Conference using 
rubrics 
 created for their assigned 
event. 
Using a rubric 




(these will not be 
assembled until closer 
to time—probably late 
January/early 
February 
STAR Event rubrics 
-other rubric examples 
n/a Reflective summary 
of evaluator 
experience. Could 
be distributed in 
class on 3/3 and 
returned on 3/10. 
6. Describe the term ‘assessment”.  Chamberlain & 
Cummings Chapter 7 
MC 6  
7. Distinguish between product 
and process assessment. 
 Class lecture  
Examples 
MC 7, 8  
8. Distinguish among a checklist, 
scorecard, and rubric/rating 
scale.  
 -Chamberlain and 
Cummings reading 
Examples 
MC 9, 10, 11  
Integration     
9. Describe two ways co-curricular 
integration of FCCLA can be 
accomplished in FACS classes.  
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Objectives Learning Experiences Materials Test Qs Assessment 
10. Identify five major content areas 
of FACS and give examples of 
FCCLA programs that apply to 
each. 
-Group activity: break into five 
groups and they pick 
events/programs that would fit 
into their area and give 
reasoning for choosing those 
-STAR Event/Program 
list 
-Content area activity 
handout (create one) 









done to date and 
create 1-2 lesson 
plans)  
11. Identify the process areas of 
FACS and describe how students 
use each process area in FCCLA. 
-Process Area song 
-Pick events/program and 
describe how students would 






(shortened version of 
360 handouts) 
MC14 Integration project 
12. Identify methods and benefits 
for integrating math, science, 
and language arts into FACS and 
FCCLA activities. 
-similar activity to process and 
content area 
-idea: maybe combine process 
area, content, and 
math/science/language arts 
activities and make it a group 
project to complete 
  Integration project 
FCCLA as an Organization     
13. Define the acronym “FCCLA”. -video -video MC 1  
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Objectives Learning Experiences Materials Test Qs Assessment 
14. Explain the organization of 
FCCLA from local to national 
level. 
-create some sort of visual with 
a group to describe 
Minimum of 2 hours. 
 Attend another session at 
FCCLA conference. 
 Help conduct mini-session. 
 Attend a local meeting 
&/or assist with project 
prep.  
 Work sessions prior to 
state conference, on -
campus or at DOE. Two on-
campus options. Thurs 
evening/Friday morning. 
-Essential Guide CD 










evaluation and with 
a 2nd FCCLA activity.  
15. Explain what students must do 
to become members of FCCLA. 
 -Essential Guide CD MC 3  
16. Describe the process for starting 
an FCCLA chapter in a local 
school. 
-cover forms and information 
on CD with class (I am thinking 
maybe 15 minutes since time 
will be so limited) 
-Essential Guide CD Local approval 
processes 
 
17. Explain roles and purposes of 
FCCLA National Programs and 
give three examples. 
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Weekly Plans (1 of 4) 
 
January 13 January 20 January 27 
February 3 February 10 





-“I Wish” Learning Activity 
Learning Goals 
Students will  
be able to …  
 
-identify STAR Events that 
would use knowledge from 
work experience while 
evaluating them 









-STAR Event Evaluator Sign-
up (250 Students) 
-STAR Event evaluator 
assignments (tentative) 
-Intro of STAR Event project 
 
-I Wish activity 
-Where STAR Events fit in 







-Experience related to STAR 
Event (homework) 
-Evaluator sign-up (in class) 
-Review Essential Guide CD 
(homework) 
-STAR Event project—Part 1 
(homework) 
-Review FCCLA planning 
process and STAR Events 
section of CD specifically 
(homework) 
-Chamberlin and Cummings 
reading (pg 84, 96-102) 








-Experience to STAR Event 
assignment 
-Proof of signing up??? 
-Attendance -Attendance 
-Attendance 








-Copies of pre-test 




with rough speaking outline 
-Blackboard link for 
evaluator sign-up 
-STAR Event assignments 
(Sara) 
-Guidelines for project 
-instructions for getting to 
STAR Event info on CD 
posted to Blackboard 
-readings posted to 
Blackboard 
-Guidelines for project 
-I Wish copies 





Weekly Plans (2 of 4) 
 
 February 17 February 24 March 3 March 10 March 17 
Topic of Lesson  
FACS content 
-Evaluator “Training” Session 
-Evaluator Simulation 
-Conference Logistics 
-Overview Project Presentations 
-Work Experience 
-Advising 
-Debriefing from Conference Spring Break 
Learning Goals 
Students will  
be able to …  





-walk through of evaluating 
-final evaluator assignments 
-national FCCLA videos? 
-presentations 
-STAR Event evaluating at State 
Conference 





 -project presentation (in-class)  
-Conference wrap-up form (in-
class or done before) 
-More in-depth exploration of 
CD (homework; look at 




















-final assignment (Sara) 
-forms for evaluators (Sara) 
-videos 




Weekly Plans (3 of 4) 
 
 March 24 March 31 April 7 April 14 April 21 
Topic of Lesson  
FACS content 
-Co-curricular Integration: 5 
Areas/FCCLA 
-Co-curricular Integration: 
Lesson Plan Day 







Students will  
be able to …  






-Entering and manipulating 
data from FCCLA surveys 
-Reporting findings from 
FCCLA data 







-FCCLA Data report (in-
class—homework if not 
finished) 
-Post-test (in-class)  
Student 
Assessment 
entry for grade 
book 












-FCCLA Surveys (Sara) 
-Data entry forms 
(electronic-Sara) 
-Data entry instructions 
(Sara) 
-Post-test posted on-line  
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Weekly Plans (4 of 4) 
 
 April 28 May 3    





-Final Exam (release day) 
   
Learning Goals 
Students will  
be able to …  
  












   
Student 
Assessment 
entry for grade 
book 
-Attendance  
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Class: EDCI 250 Unit: Introduction 




Methods/Learning Experiences Content 
Time Activity  
3:30 
5 min 
-Introductions of Dr. Fox, Mrs. Zuege, Sara 
Workman 








- Write Class ID on syllabus or other 
item you’ll have with you in class 
each time. 
- Answer each one. 
- Distribute and allow time  







- Line up by experience & count off 
by 7’s 
- Create a group roster  
- Introduce selves  
Students will pair up with the other word that 
fits the word that is on their note card, they 
will then introduce themselves to each other 




- Overview of syllabus  
- Work experience tied to possible 
STAR Events 
- -Assignment for next class session 
Show links to STAR Event manuals so they can 
look them up for the assignment. Links will be 
made available on BB for reference (as well as 




- -Example of Work Experience tied to STAR Event 
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Class: EDCI 250 Unit: Introduction 
Lesson Topic: STAR Event Evaluating Day of Week: Wednesday Date: January 20, 2010 
Objectives: 
 
Methods/Learning Experiences Notes 
Time Activity  
3:30 
10 min 
-Announcements (syllabus and room 
change) 





-FCCLA Video  Show only the first chapter of the DVD 
3:45 
10 min 
-Introduce myself and what FCCLA means 
and has meant to me as well as the 
position I currently serve in  
-Allow for students to share their previous 
experiences with FCCLA in their spotlight 
group 
-previous experience 
-how I have grown with FCCLA 
-why I am still involved 
3:55 
20 min 
-Discuss work experience related to STAR 
Events 
-Ask for show of hands for previous 
evaluator experience 
-Go through process of signing up for STAR 




-Explain class preparation for the following 
week 
-show tutorial link 
-show “to do list” for the tutorial 
Preparation/Materials Needed 
-FCCLA DVD 
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Class: EDCI 250 Unit: Introduction 
Lesson Topic: STAR Events Day of Week: Wednesday Date: January 27, 2010 
Objectives: 
1. Define the acronym “STAR” in STAR Events. 
3. Explain each step of the FCCLA Planning Process and how it is applied to the STAR Event process and 
can be applied to problems/situations in real life scenarios. 
Methods/Learning Experiences Notes 




-Distribute STAR Event Evaluation 
Assignments 
-Student Spotlight Group #1 
Sara: have name with event for each individual 




-Discuss preparation completed for class 
period 
-What does “STAR” stand for in STAR Events? 
-What are the steps of the planning process? 
3:55 
15 min 
-Planning Process Activity 
-Discuss activity 
Sara: bring index cards with “scenarios” for 
each group to draw from (have 10 scenarios); 
need blank copies of Planning Process page (1 
for each Spotlight group) 
4:10 
5 min 
-Distribute project guidelines Need to have a copy of guidelines for each 
student (post on BB) 
4:15 
5 min 
-Discuss activity “menu” on BB -show menu options 
-explain purpose of BB groups 
Preparation/Materials Needed 
-Evaluation assignments 
-Copies of preparation materials 
-Index cards with scenarios 
-Blank Planning Process sheets 
-Copy of project guidelines 
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Class: EDCI 250 Unit: STAR Events 
Lesson Topic: STAR Events Day of Week: Wednesday Date: February 10, 2010 
Objectives: 
6. Describe the term “assessment”. 
7. Distinguish between product and process assessment. 
8. Distinguish among a checklist, scorecard, and rating scale/rubric. 
Methods/Learning Experiences Notes 








-Discuss preparation completed for class 
period (Chamberlin and Cummings 
Chapter 7) 
-Describe the term “assessment”. 
-What is/are the difference(s) between product 
and process assessment? 




-“I Wish” activity (from Essential Guide CD) 
 




-Process/Content Area Activity 
-Discuss 
-Each group will place STAR Events using the 
STAR Event Info sheet they have printed off 
into the process and content areas 
4:10 
10 min 
-Project and Other Information -Hand back part one of project 
-Go over general comments for part one 
-Discuss part two in more detail 
Preparation/Materials Needed 
-Handouts for “I Wish” activity 
-Part One of project to hand back 
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Class: EDCI 250 Unit: STAR Events 
Lesson Topic: STAR Events Day of Week: Wednesday Date: February 24, 2010 
Objectives: 
6. Describe the term “assessment”. 
7. Distinguish between product and process assessment. 
8. Distinguish among a checklist, scorecard, and rating scale/rubric. 
Methods/Learning Experiences Notes 








-Pass back comment sheets/scorecards 
from FCCLA Prep Presentations 




-Discuss preparation completed for class 
period (Chamberlin and Cummings 
Chapter 7) 
-Describe the term “assessment”. 
-What is/are the difference(s) between product 
and process assessment? 




-“I Wish” activity Sara: copies of “I Wish” activity handout 
4:05 
15 min 
-Simulation of evaluation process at 
conference 
-Specific time for registration, orientation, etc 
-Go through orientation highlights 
-Have Amanda help simulate what will go on 
during the presentation time 
-Stress importance of comments and feedback, 
looking over project guidelines and rubrics, not 
judging participants to one another but 
individually to the standards set forth in the 
rubric (VERY IMPORTANT!) 
-Go over terminology (LC, RC, etc.) 
Preparation/Materials Needed 
-Handouts for “I Wish” activity 
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Class: EDCI 250 Unit: STAR Events/Integration 
Lesson Topic: STAR Events Wrap-Up, 
Integration Introduction 
Day of Week: Wednesday Date: March 10, 2010 
Objectives: 
 
Methods/Learning Experiences Notes 








-Debrief from FCCLA State Leadership 
Conference 














-What does the term “integration” mean to 
you? 
-How could you use FCCLA in general in your 
classroom? 
-Have you ever seen another type of 
organization integrated in a classroom? 
-Other terminology commonly used: 
intracurricular, in-class, integrated, co-
curricular, FCCLA in the Classroom, In-Class 
chapter (last four are used on CD) 
 
-In groups of 2-3 use event(s) and decide how 
these could be used in the classroom (i.e. a 
specific unit, over the entire semester, a service 
learning project, etc) 
-Come back together to discuss 
4:15 
5 min 
-Introduce readings for next class period -Post guidelines on BB 
Preparation/Materials Needed 
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Class: EDCI 250 Unit: STAR Events/Integration 
Lesson Topic: Integration Day of Week: Wednesday Date: March 24, 2010 
Objectives: 
 
Methods/Learning Experiences Notes 




-Student Spotlight Group #6 
-INAFCS Outing Announcement 
3:40 
20 min 
-Discuss Assigned Readings for today -Sara: have copies of print-outs with notes 
4:00 
15 min 
-Introduction and distribution of 
Integration Project Guidelines 








-Copies of guidelines 
-Copies of reading print outs 
-Textbooks from TRC 
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FCCLA Preparation Project 
The purpose of this project is for you to walk through a STAR Event project as if you were a middle or 
high school student who is doing the Event  
For this assignment, you will use the same STAR Event that you will be evaluating at the FCCLA State 
Leadership Conference in March. Note: If you will be evaluating an Event related to chapter activities, for 
this assignment you should substitute a project that is an individual or team event instead of using the 
chapter Event. (The substitute can be either a national or state Event that you select.) 
It’s recommended that you do this project with a partner, but you may do it individually if you prefer.. 
Your partner needs to be evaluating the same Event at the Conference, or substituting this Event for the 
chapter activity they’re assigned to evaluate.  
You will: 
 Study all of the materials related to the Event  
 Complete the Planning Process for this Event and select a specific topic. 
 Create a mock-up of the materials that a student would present at the conference 
 Submit electronic files with your materials  
 Present the project during class on Feb 17 or Feb 24 (date/time to be assigned)  
Part 1 – Project Guidelines and Planning Process - Due February 3  
Note: This is one week earlier than shown on the syllabus 
DO:  Study the materials related to the Event and complete the planning process for a specific 
implementation of the Event.  
SUBMIT: Hard copies of the Event Guidelines and the completed Planning Process Form.  
 Information should be neatly hand-written on the pages.  
 Place the items in a manila file folder or pocket folder (Do not use your FCCLA folder for 
this submission). 
 Write your name on the file-folder tab or the upper right-hand corner of the pocket 
folder. (As stated above, please do not write your name directly on your materials – label 
only with your Class ID and PUID).  
 If done with a partner, clip your two folders together.  
Item Possible Points  
(1) Print-out of the guidelines for the Event, with margin notes (hand-written 
notes in the margins) included on every page to give evidence that you have 
(1) identified key points and (2) considered various topics and methods for 
implementing the project. (Every person must submit a copy with their own 
margin notes) 
5 
(2) A completed Planning Process form for the Event (forms and examples are 
provided on the Essential Guide CD). This form should give evidence of various 
topic and methods you considered for your mock-up, the topic & methods you 
have chosen, and your plan-of-work for creating it. (If done with a partner, this 
can be the same for both people)  
5 
TOTAL 10 
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FCCLA Preparation Project 
Part 2a – Project Materials - Due February 17 
DO: Prepare a detailed mock-up of the materials that a middle or high school student would develop for 
this Event. 
Note: If your event includes a tri-fold display you can either: a) actually purchase and create the tri-
fold with materials, or (b) you can create a detailed sketch of the tri-fold and place the materials 
that would be on the board in a binder that you will use when you present in class. Similarly, if your 
event includes a resource box, you can either actually purchase/create the resource box with 
materials, or you can create a detailed list with illustrations of the materials that you would place in 
the box.  
SUBMIT: Post three types of files in the assignments section of Blackboard, as 
listed below. If done with a partner, you submit the SAME files. Give your 
partner’s name in the textbox on Blackboard.  
Possible Points 
(1) A scanned document that includes materials from Part 1:  
Filename: 1-PlanProcess_Specs-Event Name-yourPUID 
a. Your Planning Process sheet with the feedback that was written on it and 
your notes for revising it.  
b. The Specifications page(s) from the STAR Events guidelines that show the 
expectations for the hard-copy materials and display (as applicable).  
5 
(2) Detailed mock-up of the hard-copy materials (usually a portfolio) a student would 
submit for this Event. Submit this in one electronic document/file.  
Filename: 2-Portfolio-EventName-yourPUID 
 Use the specific plan/content indicated on your Planning Process form.  
 In the document/file, include a separate page for each of the sections listed on 
the project specifications chart and rubric.  
o Include a heading on each page, identifying the section 
o The page can be a replica, a sketch, or a brief description of the content 
that would be included. This will depend on the kind of information 
needed on that page.  
o In the actual project, some sections would have several pages. However, 
you only need to include one or two pages that briefly describe or outline 
the information that would be included. (You do not need to actually 
“write up” all of the information like a student would.) However, this brief 
description or outline should show that you’ve carefully thought about the 
kind of information a student would provide.  
25 
(3) Documentation for presentation materials (tri-fold display, resource box, or other 
materials)  
Filename: 3-Display-EventName-YourPUID.  
 If you created the actual item(s), submit a picture.  
 If you created a detailed sketch with support materials submit an electronic 
file with these documents.  
20 
Total for Files  50 
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EDCI 250, Purdue University 
FCCLA Integration Project Guidelines 
For this project, you will create a series of lessons for a middle or high school family and 
consumer sciences class in which you integrate FCCLA activities, projects, and/or programs. You 
may choose the same content area that the STAR Event you evaluated focused on or you may 
choose to explore a different content area. 
Pick one high school course or a middle school content area and determine which course 
standards apply to your series of lessons. The Indiana Standards are available at: 
www.doe.in.gov/octe/facs. To access the standards, use the links for “high school course and 
curriculum framework index” or “middle school framework.”  
You must also use content from one textbook (available in the TRC) somewhere during the 
series of lessons you are designing. Be sure the textbook is for the appropriate age group 
(middle school or high school) and for the course you have chosen.  
For this project, you may work on your own or with a partner. If you work individually you’ll 
plan 5 days of lessons and if you work with a partner you’ll plan 8to 10 days of lessons. Use the 
planning form on Blackboard to provide the information about your series of lessons.  
The Essential Guide CD is a great resource for ideas, sample lesson plans, and other information 
about FCCLA, as well as the national FCCLA website (www.fcclainc.org). If you use outside 
resources be sure to give credit for any information. 
After you develop your plan, you will write a 1-page rationale for explaining why you created 
the series of lessons in this way. Questions to be addressed in this explanation are listed on the 
scorecard.  
You will submit your planning form and rationale on Blackboard. In class, you will submit hard 
copies of the standards and any FCCLA materials that you used. You should put these in a folder 
and write your name on the upper right-hand corner or tab of the folder.  
The project is worth 65 points. See scorecard for details. 
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EDCI 250, Purdue University 
FCCLA Integration Project - Scorecard  
Series of Lessons  
 List 2-3 learning experiences for each day on the planning form  
 For each learning experience, give enough information that 
someone else would have an overall idea of what you’ll be doing 
and/or be able to find the reference you used.  
/15 
Integration of FCCLA  
 Print-out of FCCLA materials used, with margin notes  
 On the planning form, indicate when specific FCCLA items are used  
/15 
Use of Standards 
 Attach print-out of standards and highlight standards used  
 On the planning form, indicate the standards addressed each day 
/ 8 
Use of textbook 
 Identify an appropriate textbook and chapter/pages  
 On the planning form, indicate which textbook pages are used  
/ 8 
Rationale for series of lessons. Approximately 1 page, double spaced 
 Why did you choose this grade level and content area/course? 
 How do these lessons address the standards?  
 Why did you choose these FCCLA items to integrate? Why are they a 
good choice? 
 Why did you sequence the lessons in this order and spend the 
amount of time you show for the various learning experiences?  
 How does this textbook help to support your lessons?  
 Which learning experiences do you feel most excited about 
teaching?  
/15 
Grammar/Spelling / 4 
 /65 
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Name_____________________________________ PUID_____________________ Class ID___________ 
EDCI 250-Spring 2010 
FCCLA Pre-Test 
Multiple Choice 
Directions: In the blank to the left of each item, write the letter corresponding to the one best answer 
for each question. (1 point each) 
 1. The acronym “FCCLA” stands for: 
a. Family, Community and Career Leaders of America 
b. Family, Career and Community Leaders of America 
c. Future Career and Community Leaders of America 
d. Future Community Coalition Leaders of America 
 2. FCCLA is organized from the ____ level to the ____ level. 
a. Local, state 
b. Local, regional 
c. District, national 
d. Local, national 
 3. To become a member of FCCLA students must: 
a. Be in at least 6th grade and have taken (or be currently taking) a FACS class. 
b. Be in at least 6th grade and complete a membership application. 
c. Be in at least 9th and have taken (or be currently taking) a vocational class. 




4. In the FCCLA organization, the acronym “STAR” in STAR Events stands for: 
a. Students Taking Action for Recognition 
b. Students Teaching About Recycling 
c. Students Treating Adults Respectfully 
d. Students Thinking About Reality 
 
 
5. In the FCCLA organization, STAR Events are part of a larger group called: 
a. Community Service 
b. School Programs 
c. National Programs 
d. State Projects 
 
 
6. The term “assessment” means: 
a. Extent to which objectives have been reached 
b. Success of educational accomplishments shown through evidence 
c. Determining the worth or value of something 
d. All of the above 
 
 
7. “Process assessment” evaluates: 
a. The final result of a student’s work 
b. How many times a student answers a question in class 
c. A student interacting with peers in the lunchroom  
d. How the student accomplishes a set of tasks to create a final outcome 
 
 
8. “Product assessment” evaluates: 
a. How the student accomplishes a set of tasks to create a final outcome 
b. The final result of a student’s work 
c. A student interacting with peers in the lunchroom  
d. How many times a student answers a question in class 




9. Which of the following best describes a checklist: 
a. List of qualities to be considered and answered “yes” or “no” 
b. List of characteristics or factors and a range of point values 
c. Includes descriptions of various levels of quality for each dimension 
d. List of items to be picked up or completed 
 
 
10. Which of the following best describes a scorecard: 
a. List of qualities to be considered and answered “yes” or “no” 
b. The instrument that is used in evaluating all projects  
c. Includes descriptions of various levels of quality for each dimension 
d. List of characteristics or factors and a range of point values 
 
 
11. Which of the following best describes a rating scale/rubric: 
a. Includes descriptions of various levels of quality for each dimension 
b. List of qualities to be considered and answered “yes” or “no” 
c. A scale which is used to evaluate a student’s work 
d. List of characteristics or factors and a range of point values 
 
 
12. The terms “integration” and “co-curricular" can be used to describe: 
a. The process of incorporating FCCLA into a classroom setting 
b. The process of including all students in FCCLA activities 
c. The process of involving the community in FCCLA activities 
d. All of the above 
 
 
13. The five content areas of Family and Consumer Sciences are: 
a. Relationships, family roles, life and careers, financial literacy and resources, 
nutrition and wellness 
b. Relationships, life and careers, financial literacy and resources, FCCLA, 
human development 
c. Relationships, life and careers, financial literacy, human development, child 
development 
d. Relationships, human development, nutrition and wellness, financial 
literacy and resources, life and careers 
 
 
14. The four process areas of Family and Consumer Sciences are: 
a. Thinking, communication, leadership, responsibility 
b. Thinking, leadership, responsibility, management 
c. Thinking, communication, leadership, management 
d. Communication, leadership, responsibility, management 
Short Answer 
Directions: Answer each of the following questions completely; be sure to supply the required number 
of answers to receive full points. 
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17. Give an overall description of FCCLA National Programs and give three examples. (2 points for 
description, 1 point for each example.) 
 Description: 
 
 Example #1 ____________________________________________________________________ 
 Example #2 ____________________________________________________________________ 
Example #3 ____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Matching: For each sequence number in the left column, match the step of the FCCLA Planning Process 
in the right column. Place the letter corresponding to the step in the blank to the left of each sequence 
number. Use each letter only once. (½ point each, 2½ points total) 
Sequence Number  Step 
 
______ 18. First  a. Set A Goal 
 
______ 19. Second  b. Follow-Up 
 
______ 20. Third  c. Form A Plan 
 
______ 21. Fourth  d. Make Initial Contact 
 
______ 22. Fifth  e. Identify Concerns 
 
  f. Act 
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Name_____________________________________ PUID_____________________ Class ID___________ 
EDCI 250-Spring 2010 
FCCLA Pre-Test—Attitude Scale 
Attitude Statements 
Directions: Presented below are statements dealing with FCCLA and the objectives of this class. Please 
read each statement carefully, then indicate whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly 
disagree, or are undecided by checking the box in the corresponding column for the statement. 
Some of the statements are quite similar. Please answer each item as accurately as you can. 
  Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
1. I feel ready to integrate FCCLA 
into my future classroom. 
 
 
     




     
3. I do NOT understand the 
difference between a 




     
4. I feel I am prepared to 
evaluate STAR Events. 
 
 
     
5. I feel there is a difference 




     
6. I have no idea what the 
concept is behind using the 
FCCLA Planning Process. 
 
 
     




     
8. I do NOT feel prepared to 
evaluate STAR Events.  
 
 
     




     
10. Product assessment is no 
different than process 
 
     
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  Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
assessment to me. 
11. I could NOT picture myself 




     
12. I will use FCCLA tools and 




     
13. I feel prepared to evaluate 
FCCLA members’ work.  
 
 
     
14. I am knowledgeable about 
tools and resources for 




     




     
16. Being involved with FCCLA as a 




     
17. I feel comfortable using a, 
checklist, scorecard, or rating 




     
18. I am interested in learning 
more about FCCLA. 
 
 
     
19. I can differentiate between 




     
20. Prior knowledge and 
experience have prepared me 
to evaluate STAR Events. 
 
 
     
21. I am interested in being more 




     
22. I understand how a checklist, 
scorecard, and rating 
 
     
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  Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
scale/rubric each are unique. 
 
23. More information would be 
helpful in deciding whether or 




     
24. Being a FCCLA advisor in the 
future does NOT interest me.  
 
 
      
25. I need more information to 




     
26. I am interested in advising a 
FCCLA chapter in the future. 
 
 
     
27. If more information were 
available to me about FCCLA I 
would utilize it. 
 
 
     
28. I am NOT interested in using 
FCCLA in my future classroom. 
 
 
     
29. FCCLA is difficult to 
understand. 
 
     
 
 
PUID_____________________ Class ID___________ 
EDCI 250-Spring 2010 - FCCLA Post-Test 
Demographic Information (2 points total) 
1. Including Spring 2010, how many semesters have you been enrolled in EDCI 250?  
____ 1   ____ 2   ____ 3   ____ 4  
2. Did you participate in FCCLA as a Middle or High School Student?  ____yes  ____no 
 If no, skip to Question #3 
 If yes, please check all that apply. 
__ Middle or High School FCCLA Member.  
__ Local, District, or State FCCLA Officer. Please indicate which level.  
__ Worked on FCCLA projects as part of middle or high school family and consumer sciences classes. Please 
explain:  
__ Competed in FCCLA STAR events as a middle or high school student. Please explain: 
__ Attended FCCLA state, regional (Cluster), and/or national conference as a middle or high school student. 
Please explain: 
__ Other, please explain:  
3. Please indicate the ways have you been involved with FCCLA as a college student.  
Check all that apply: 
a. This semester (Spring 2010):  
__ Served as an evaluator for STAR Events at the state FCCLA conference. Please explain: 
__ Attended other session(s) at the state FCCLA conference. Please explain:  
__ Other, please explain (this includes your “FCCLA Participation” for EDCI 250):  
b. Previous Semester(s):  
__ Served as an evaluator for STAR Events at the state FCCLA conference. Please explain: 
__ Attended other session(s) at the state FCCLA conference. Please explain:  
__ Other, please explain: 
4. During middle school and/or high school, were you involved in any other youth organizations similar to 
FCCLA?  
Please check all that apply: 
___ Business Professionals of America (BPA)  ___ Skills USA   ___ FFA     
___ Health Occupations Student Association (HOSA)  ___ Distributive Education Clubs of America (DECA)  
___ 4-H   ___ Other (please explain)   




Directions: In the blank to the left of each item, write the letter corresponding to the one best answer 
for each question. (1 point each) 
 
 1. The acronym “FCCLA” stands for: 
e. Family, Community and Career Leaders of America 
f. Family, Career and Community Leaders of America 
g. Future Career and Community Leaders of America 
h. Future Community Coalition Leaders of America 
 2. FCCLA is organized from the ____ level to the ____ level. 
e. Local, state 
f. Local, regional 
g. District, national 
h. Local, national 
 3. To become a member of FCCLA students must: 
e. Be in at least 6th grade and have taken (or be currently taking) a FACS class. 
f. Be in at least 6th grade and complete a membership application. 
g. Be in at least 9th and have taken (or be currently taking) a vocational class. 




4. In the FCCLA organization, the acronym “STAR” in STAR Events stands for: 
e. Students Taking Action for Recognition 
f. Students Teaching About Recycling 
g. Students Treating Adults Respectfully 
h. Students Thinking About Reality 
 
 
5. In the FCCLA organization, STAR Events are part of a larger group called: 
e. Community Service 
f. School Programs 
g. National Programs 
h. State Projects 
 
 
6. The term “assessment” means: 
e. Extent to which objectives have been reached 
f. Success of educational accomplishments shown through evidence 
g. Determining the worth or value of something 
h. All of the above 
 
 
7. “Process assessment” evaluates: 
e. The final result of a student’s work 
f. How many times a student answers a question in class 
g. A student interacting with peers in the lunchroom  
h. How the student accomplishes a set of tasks to create a final outcome 
 
 
8. “Product assessment” evaluates: 
e. How the student accomplishes a set of tasks to create a final outcome 
f. The final result of a student’s work 
g. A student interacting with peers in the lunchroom  
h. How many times a student answers a question in class 
  





9. Which of the following best describes a checklist: 
e. List of qualities to be considered and answered “yes” or “no” 
f. List of characteristics or factors and a range of point values 
g. Includes descriptions of various levels of quality for each dimension 
h. List of items to be picked up or completed 
 
 
10. Which of the following best describes a scorecard: 
e. List of qualities to be considered and answered “yes” or “no” 
f. The instrument that is used in evaluating all projects  
g. Includes descriptions of various levels of quality for each dimension 
h. List of characteristics or factors and a range of point values 
 
 
11. Which of the following best describes a rating scale/rubric: 
e. Includes descriptions of various levels of quality for each dimension 
f. List of qualities to be considered and answered “yes” or “no” 
g. A scale which is used to evaluate a student’s work 
h. List of characteristics or factors and a range of point values 
 
 
12. The terms “integration” and “co-curricular" can be used to describe: 
e. The process of incorporating FCCLA into a classroom setting 
f. The process of including all students in FCCLA activities 
g. The process of involving the community in FCCLA activities 
h. All of the above 
 
 
13. The five content areas of Family and Consumer Sciences are: 
e. Relationships, family roles, life and careers, financial literacy and resources, 
nutrition and wellness 
f. Relationships, life and careers, financial literacy and resources, FCCLA, 
human development 
g. Relationships, life and careers, financial literacy, human development, child 
development 
h. Relationships, human development, nutrition and wellness, financial 
literacy and resources, life and careers 
 
 
14. The four process areas of Family and Consumer Sciences are: 
e. Thinking, communication, leadership, responsibility 
f. Thinking, leadership, responsibility, management 
g. Thinking, communication, leadership, management 
h. Communication, leadership, responsibility, management 
 
  




Directions: Answer each of the following questions completely; be sure to supply the required number 
of answers to receive full points. 
















17. Give an overall description of FCCLA National Programs and give three examples. (2 points for 
description, 1 point for each example.) 
 Description: 
 
 Example #1 ____________________________________________________________________ 
 Example #2 ____________________________________________________________________ 
Example #3 ____________________________________________________________________ 
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Matching: For each sequence number in the left column, match the step of the FCCLA Planning Process 
in the right column. Place the letter corresponding to the step in the blank to the left of each sequence 
number. Use each letter only once. (½ point each, 2½ points total) 
Sequence Number  Step 
 
______ 18. First  a. Set A Goal 
 
______ 19. Second  b. Follow-Up 
 
______ 20. Third  c. Form A Plan 
 
______ 21. Fourth  d. Make Initial Contact 
 
______ 22. Fifth  e. Identify Concerns 
 
  f. Act 
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PUID_____________________ Class ID___________ 
EDCI 250-Spring 2010 
FCCLA Post-Test—Attitude Scale 
½ point per item completed = 14½ points total
Attitude Statements 
Directions: Presented below are statements dealing with FCCLA and the objectives of this class. Please 
read each statement carefully, then indicate whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly 
disagree, or are undecided by checking the box in the corresponding column for the statement. 
Some of the statements are quite similar. Please answer each item as accurately as you can. 
  Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
1. I feel ready to integrate FCCLA 
into my future classroom. 
 
 
     




     
3. I do NOT understand the 
difference between a 




     
4. I feel I am prepared to 
evaluate STAR Events. 
 
 
     
5. I feel there is a difference 




     
6. I have no idea what the 
concept is behind using the 
FCCLA Planning Process. 
 
 
     




     
8. I do NOT feel prepared to 
evaluate STAR Events.  
 
 
     




     
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  Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
10. Product assessment is no 
different than process 
assessment to me. 
 
     
11. I could NOT picture myself 




     
12. I will use FCCLA tools and 




     
13. I feel prepared to evaluate 
FCCLA members’ work.  
 
 
     
14. I am knowledgeable about 
tools and resources for 




     




     
16. Being involved with FCCLA as a 




     
17. I feel comfortable using a, 
checklist, scorecard, or rating 




     
18. I am interested in learning 
more about FCCLA. 
 
 
     
19. I can differentiate between 




     
20. Prior knowledge and 
experience have prepared me 
to evaluate STAR Events. 
 
 
     
21. I am interested in being more 




     
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  Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
22. I understand how a checklist, 
scorecard, and rating 
scale/rubric each are unique. 
 
 
     
23. More information would be 
helpful in deciding whether or 




     
24. Being a FCCLA advisor in the 
future does NOT interest me.  
 
 
      
25. I need more information to 




     
26. I am interested in advising a 
FCCLA chapter in the future. 
 
 
     
27. If more information were 
available to me about FCCLA, 
I would utilize it. 
 
 
     
28. I am NOT interested in using 
FCCLA in my future classroom. 
 
 
     
29. FCCLA is difficult to 
understand. 
 
     
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FCCLA Leadership Conference – Participation Report  
Applying the components of "Critical Thinking," a FACS process area 
 
1. Comprehension.   Summarize factual information related to the experience 
** Attach copies of printed materials related to your activities at the Conference to this report ** 
 Briefly describe the overall event:  purpose, location, date, start time, total time of the meeting, etc. 
 What took place?  Who was involved?  How many people attended?  What were their roles?  Where were 
they from?  Why did they attend? etc. 
 What did you do at this event?   What were your activities and responsibilities? 











2. Analysis.   Connect this experience with other information and perspectives  
 How was this experience similar or different from previous experiences you have had with youth 
organizations? 
 What linkages did you see between this event and your knowledge of FACS content and professional 
education? 
 How did this experience compare to other personal or professional knowledge or experiences? 
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3. Evaluation.   Make judgments about the experience 
 What were your expectations for this experience?  What did you hope it would be like?  How did you 
hope it would “go”?  What did you hope to learn and/or gain from doing this?  
 What aspects of this experience met or exceeded your expectations?  Which aspects did not?  Which 
were the most and least valuable for you? 
 How will this experience influence or benefit you, now and in the future? 
 What did you learn that may influence your future involvement in similar experiences?   If you could "do it 
again", what would you do the same or differently?  In what ways would your expectations, attitudes, 










4. Provide feedback to the conference organizers 
Dedra Dyer, Indiana FCCLA Coordinator, Dr. Peggy Wild, Family & Consumer Sciences Specialist, at the 
Indiana Department of Education asked us let you know that they very much appreciate your involvement 
and contributions at the Leadership Conference.   They would like your feedback about what went well, 
what kinds of problems you may have encountered, and what suggestions you would have for 
improvements for next year. 
 
Please write your specific, constructive comments and suggestions below.  The class feedback will be word-
processed, compiled (without names), and provided to them.  THANK YOU!  
 
 
I participated in the _______________________________________  on  _______________________________ 
Activity(ies)       day and time 
Comments:  
 
